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A B S T R A C T

Long-stay hospitalized elderly patients frequently develop a decrease in strength, cardiovascular fitness

and balance, which can be improved by exercise. Neuromuscular electrical stimulation (ES) might also

be effective in this population. The effect of different lower limb rehabilitation programs (3

interventions/week for 6 weeks) on functional fitness in 40 hospitalized old females (82 � 7 years)

were evaluated: kinesitherapy (KT), ES, KT alternated with ES (KT + ES), and no treatment (C). Outcome

variables after rehabilitation were: (a) maximal strength of leg extensor and finger flexor muscles; (b)

cardiorespiratory fitness (6-min walking test, 6MWT; heart rate, HR); (c) static and dynamic balance and gait

skills (Tinetti test). The maximal strength of leg extensor (but not finger flexor) muscles significantly

improved in ES (+26%) and KT + ES (+16%) groups only. The distance covered during the 6MWT significantly

increased in KT (+15%), ES (+14%) and KT + ES (+9%) groups, but the post-test HR recovery improved in KT

group only. Balance (but not gait) skill scores significantly and similarly increased in KT (+11%), ES (+10%) and

KT + ES (+11%) groups. In long-stay hospitalized old females ES and KT + ES improved lower limbs isometric

strength. Walking ability was improved by all treatments, whereas cardiovascular performance and recovery

were ameliorated by KT only.

� 2009 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Long-stay hospitalized old patients frequently develop a rapid
decrease in muscular strength, cardiovascular fitness and balance,
as reported in many observational studies (Gillick et al., 1982;
Warshaw et al., 1982; Hirsch et al., 1990; Inouye et al., 1993). Such
a decline is usually a consequence of limited physical activity
(Gillick et al., 1982; Creditor, 1993; Inouye et al., 1993) and occurs
early, within a few days after the admission (Lazarus et al., 1991),
regardless of the underlying pathology. Therefore, interest is
growing in investigating the possible interventions, such as
physical exercise, which could limit musculoskeletal and cardio-
pulmonary decline in long-stay hospitalized adults (Vuori, 1995).
This aspect is particularly relevant in women, as they are at greater
risk of motor impairment, due to a sex-related decline in muscle
strength (Rantanen et al., 1994). It is therefore important for
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hospitalized elderly women to exercise regularly to maintain and/
or recover their functional fitness.

Many studies showed that an exercise intervention improves
functional fitness in hospitalized older women (Nichols et al.,
1995; Nakamura et al., 2007). A protocol consisting of isometric
and isotonic voluntary contractions of upper limbs, trunk and
lower limb muscles was generally adopted in these studies.

Neuromuscular electrical stimulation has also been success-
fully employed in many rehabilitative programs in the last
decades. ES increases muscle strength, induces changes in
muscle fiber composition and capillary system structure,
prevents muscle atrophy due to the prolonged immobilization
(Mysiw and Jackson, 2000), decreases pain (Durmus et al., 2007)
and increases functional fitness (Mysiw and Jackson, 2000;
Pekindil et al., 2001). Moreover, ES seems to be particularly
indicated in patients with difficulty or contraindications to
perform a voluntary exercise program, e.g. after surgery, or in
subjects who are not familiar with active, voluntary exercise
(Mysiw and Jackson, 2000). Finally, ES was recently shown to be
an effective rehabilitative approach in patients with complex
pathologies, such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
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(Neder et al., 2002) and congestive heart failure (Quittan et al.,
2001). In these conditions the purpose of ES is not only to
increase muscle strength, but also to reduce effort during daily
activity and to consequently improve self-sufficiency.

However, only few studies so far focused on the different effects
of voluntary contraction exercise versus ES on functional fitness in
hospitalized elderly patients. In addition, most studies targeted
only specific pathologies, e.g. rheumatoid arthritis, osteoarthritis,
etc. (Durmus et al., 2007; Piva et al., 2007). Finally, no studies
addressed the question whether the effects of the two rehabili-
tative procedures could be additive when combined.

Aim of this study was therefore to assess the effects of a
voluntary versus electrically induced contraction protocol, alone or
in combination, in enhancing the different components of
functional fitness (muscle strength, cardiopulmonary perfor-
mance, balance and gait ability) in a group of long-stay
hospitalized old women.

2. Subjects and methods

2.1. Subjects

Long-stay hospitalized old women were screened for eligibility
according to the following inclusion criteria: (1) age�75 years; (2)
hospital stay duration of at least one month; (3) autonomous
ambulation; (4) absence of severe cognitive disorders, as assessed
by routine clinical tests for this patient population (Mini Mental
State Examination, MMSE > 24/30 and Barthel Index > 70/100).
The MMSE (Folstein et al., 1975) is a 30-item questionnaire
assessing cognitive functions. The Barthel Index (Mahoney and
Barthel, 1965) measures the level of patient independence in 10
activities of daily living: feeding, transfers, personal self-care, toilet
transfers, bathing, walking, stairs climbing, dressing and bladder
and bowel continence.

Exclusion criteria were: (1) history of acute stroke; (2) any
clinical condition contraindicating mobilization (e.g. deep vein
thrombosis, fractures, etc.); (3) physical inability to ambulate or
exercise; (4) severe cardiopulmonary diseases; (5) metabolic/
vascular diseases which could impair walking, as diabetes
complicated with macroangiopathies, vascular obstructive pathol-
ogies causing claudicatio intermittens, etc.

Fifty-seven age-eligible patients were initially screened in a
single rehabilitation centre (the Don C. Gnocchi Foundation,
Milan, Italy) from January 2006 to July 2007. Forty (age: 82 � 7
years, body mass: 59.5 � 12.3 kg, stature: 152 � 7 cm, mean � S.D.)
of these subjects were eligible for inclusion and were randomized
(see Fig. 1 for detailed study design). Among the eligible subjects, 19
patients were hospitalized for cardiovascular diseases (arterial
hypertension, chronic venous insufficiency, chronic cerebrovascular
disease, etc.), 16 for orthopedic pathologies (poliarthroses, osteo-
porosis, arthritis, etc.) and 5 for neurological diseases (mild cognitive
impairment, depressive syndrome, etc.) (see Table 1 for demo-
graphic characteristics of enrolled patients). After receiving a full
explanation of the purpose of the study and of the experimental
procedures, all subjects signed a written informed consent. This
study was approved by the ethical committee of the Don C. Gnocchi
Foundation and performed according to the principles of the
Declaration of Helsinki.

2.2. Study design

This study was a randomized, assessor blinded, controlled trial
(Fig. 1). All measures were performed by two investigators, who
were blinded to the group allocation of participating subjects. Due
to the nature of the treatments, patients and therapists were not
blinded.
2.3. Randomization

A simple randomization procedure, based on a computerized
random number generator, was used for treatment allocation. As
the effects of the different rehabilitative programs were unlikely to
be affected by age and anthropometric features of the patients,
randomization was not stratified for these characteristics. Never-
theless, all groups resulted to be matched for age and anthropo-
metric characteristics after randomization (Table 1).

Three groups were assigned to 3 different rehabilitation
programs (Fig. 1): (1) kinesitherapy applied to lower limbs
(n = 10), (2) electrical stimulation of lower limbs (n = 10) and (3)
KT alternated to ES (KT + ES; n = 10). The fourth group did not
perform any specific training, and was considered as control (C;
n = 10). Each program consisted of 18 training sessions of similar
duration (45 min), administered 3 times a week, with at least a day
of recovery between two consecutive sessions, for a total duration
of 6 weeks. All training sessions were carried out by the same
physical therapist.

2.4. Rehabilitation programs

The KT program aimed at improving trophism and strength of
lower limbs, in particular of leg extensor muscles. Each training
session started with a moderate active warm-up, consisting of a 8-
min cycling exercise at the 50% of maximal theoretical heart rate,
calculated according to Tanaka et al. (2001) equation. According to
the ACSM-AHA guidelines for physical activity in older adults
(Nelson et al., 2007), the muscle-strengthening exercises included
both isotonic and isometric contractions. For isotonic exercises, a
load allowing the subject to perform a series of 15–20 repetitions
was used. Each isotonic exercise was performed 3 times, with a rest
of at least 2 min between each series. For isometric exercises,
contractions were kept for 6–10 s for 10–15 repetitions. Each
isometric exercise was performed 3 times, with a rest of at least
2 min between each series. Both isotonic and isometric sessions
ended with a 10 min passive stretching of lower limb muscles.

The ES program aimed at strengthening the quadriceps muscle
and improving its endurance (Caggiano et al., 1994; Laborde et al.,
2004). The ES group underwent 18 electrical stimulation sessions of
the quadriceps muscle of both legs. Subjects were seated on a chair
with the hip and knee placed at 758 of flexion. The ankle was
stabilized with an external support to prevent any isotonic
contraction of the quadriceps muscle. An electrical stimulator
(mod. Compex 2, Compex, Geneva, Switzerland), delivering
compensated, bi-phasic square-waves, was used. Each ES session
started with an active warm-up, similarly to the KT protocol.
Rectangular cathodes (10.4 cm� 5.2 cm) were applied on the most
proximal motor point of the vastus lateralis, vastus medialis and
rectus femoris muscles, whereas a square anode (5.2 cm� 5.2 cm)
was positioned proximally on the thigh. Stimulation amplitude was
set at each subject’s point of discomfort and was adjusted before
each session. Stimulation frequency was increased from 35 Hz for
the first six sessions, to 75 Hz for the following six (7th to 12th) and
to 85 Hz for the last six (13th to 18th) sessions, according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. A passive stretching routine similar to
the one used for the KT protocol was finally administered.

The KT + ES program consisted of 9 sessions of KT and 9 sessions
of ES, alternately administered.

The C group was used as control and underwent routine passive
rehabilitative procedures only.

2.5. Outcome measures

The four main components of functional fitness, as defined by
Nakamura et al. (2007) were used as outcome measures. Each



Fig. 1. Study design. d/w, days per week.

Table 1
Demographic characteristics of enrolled patients.

Parameter KT ES KT + ES C pa

n 10 10 10 10 –

Age (years) 81.2 � 5.9 84.1 � 3.4 82.2 � 7.4 82.1 � 5.4 0.714

BMIb (kg/m2) 25.3 � 2.6 24.3 � 3.6 25.8 � 4.2 25.1 � 3.2 0.806

MMSE 26.4 � 1.3 26.5 � 2.5 24.5 � 4.7 24.5 � 4.2 0.495

Barthel Index 93.4 � 16.2 93.2 � 7.0 94.5 � 7.1 95.4 � 6.9 0.958

Hospitalization reason (n)

Cardiovascular diseases 3 6 3 7

Orthopaedic diseases 5 4 6 1

Neurological diseases 0 2 1 2

a p value for 1-way ANOVA.
b Body Mass Index.
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subject was tested at baseline (T0) and after rehabilitation (T1),
approximately at the same time in the morning. The following
parameters were evaluated: maximal isometric lower limb muscle
strength, forearm muscle strength, cardiorespiratory fitness and
balance and gait skills.

Maximal isometric lower limb muscle strength was assessed by
a maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) of the quadriceps femori.
Leg extensor muscle MVC was evaluated at a hip and knee angle of
both 308 and 608 (complete hip and knee extension representing
08). Each subject was placed on an anatomical ergometer with hip,
knees and ankles immobilized with an inelastic strap. The output
force generated by the leg extensor muscles was measured by a
load cell (model SM2000N, Interface, United Kingdom), linearly
operating between 0 N and 2000 N, placed on the ergometer. Each
subject was asked to perform 3 MVCs of 3 s each at both working
angles (308 and 608). A resting pause of at least 3 min was done
between each trial. The best value of the 3 trials was taken as MVC.

Forearm muscle strength was measured by finger flexor MVC.
The finger flexor MVC of the dominant upper limb was measured
by a mechanical handgrip (Baseline, FEI, Irvington, NY 10533, USA).
The subject was sitting on a chair and the arm was positioned
straight to the trunk, with the elbow joint set at 908. Each subject
was asked to perform 3 MVCs of 3 s each, and the best value was
taken as MVC.

Cardiorespiratory fitness was evaluated by a 6-min walking test
(Enright et al., 2003). Each subject was asked to walk at maximal
speed in order to cover the longest possible distance in 6 min. The
test was carried out in the local gym of the rehabilitative unit. HR
and blood pressure (BP) were measured before and 1 min and
5 min after the test. A HR monitor (mod. S810, Polar, Finland) with
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a R–R resolution and a standard sphygmomanometer (Certus,
Tema, Germany) were used.

Balance and gait skills was assessed by Tinetti Balance and Gait
test (Performance-Oriented Mobility Assessment, POMA) (Tinetti,
1986). Tinetti Balance and Gait Scale reproduced the position
changes, and the balance and gait skills necessary to efficiently and
safely execute daily life activity (Gill et al., 1995). Both balance
(evaluation range from 0 to 16) and gait skills (evaluation range
from 0 to 12) were measured.

All selected tests were previously checked for reliability in the
elderly (Rantanen et al., 1994; Gill et al., 1995; Enright et al., 2003).
For our study they were carried out by the same physical therapist,
who was blinded to the group allocation of each participant.

2.6. Statistical analysis

If not otherwise stated, results are presented as mean � stan-
standard deviation (S.D.). All parameters were normally distributed
(Shapiro-Wilk test) and there were no missing data. Sample size was
calculated using the standard deviations obtained from preliminary
data. A 10% difference (p = 0.05, two sided) in improving quadriceps
isometric strength between groups (with b = 0.20 and a = 0.05)
would require a sample of 8 subjects for each group, a 10%
improvement in 6MWT would require 10 subjects for group, and a
10% difference in Tinetti test balance and walking scores would
require 7 subjects for group. Ten patients/group was therefore
considered an appropriate sample size to test all hypothesis.

The Student’s t-test for paired samples was applied to test the
difference between T0 and T1 of the individual variables for each
group. In addition, a two-way analysis of variance (2-way ANOVA)
with repeated measure was applied to determine the differences
between variables and groups at T0 and T1, with a between-subject
factor at 4 levels (4 experimental groups) and a within-subject
factor at 2 levels (time: baseline [T0] and post-treatment [T1]). The
interaction of group and time provided information on the efficacy
of the different treatments on the outcome measures. The post hoc
Holm-Sidak test was applied where necessary, to establish the
location of the differences. The level of statistical significance was
set at p < 0.05.

Statistical analyses were performed using a commercially
available statistical software (SigmaStat for Windows, vers. 3.11,
Systat Software Inc., USA).

3. Results

All subjects completed the 6-week rehabilitation program
without interruptions.

3.1. Quadriceps MVC

The MVC values of quadriceps muscles at both working angles
(308, upper panel and 608, lower panel) after the different
rehabilitation programs are shown in Table 2, as percentage of
T0. MVC values were normalized for body weight. At 308, no
significant difference was found in T1 versus T0 after KT, ES and
Table 2
Functional outcome measures.

KT (% of T0) ES (% of T0) KT + ES

(% of T0)

C (% of T0)

6MWT (distance) 14.9 � 6.5* 14.0 � 4.6* 9.6 � 4.3* 8.1 � 4.0

MVC 308/BW 3.4 � 7.0 7.8 � 5.9 10.5 � 7.3 �0.31 � 6.8

MVC 608/BW 8.2 � 6.7 25.8 � 11.3* 16.3 � 5.2* 4.9 � 5.9

Balance (Tinetti test) 11.3 � 4.6* 9.4 � 3.7* 11.3 � 3.0* 2.0 � 4.6

Gait (Tinetti test) 8.2 � 4.2 9.8 � 6.9 0.8 � 3.3 0.9 � 3.2

* p < 0.05 T1 versus T0.
KT + ES. At 608, MVC significantly increased after ES and KT + ES
(from 5.1 � 3.3 N/kg to 5.6 � 1.2 N/kg and from 7.0 � 0.7 N/kg to
8.0 � 1.1 N/kg, respectively, p < 0.05 for both comparisons). The 2-
way ANOVA for repeated measures showed no significant interaction
between the two main factors (time � treatment).

3.2. Finger Flexor MVC

The percentage changes in finger flexors MVC of the dominant
upper limb were +2.7 � 3.0% in KT group, +4.0 � 11.1% in ES group,
+7.9 � 6.1 in KT + ES group, and�0.5 � 3.0% in C group. No difference
was found both inter-groups and between T0 and T1 in each group. No
interaction between the two main factors was found.

3.3. 6MWT

The percentage changes in the distances covered during the
6MWT after the different rehabilitation programs are shown in
Table 2. Significant differences were found in the distances covered
at T1 compared to T0 after KT, ES and KT + ES (from 227 � 80 m to
249 � 77 m, from 225 � 66 m to 255 � 70 m and from 271 � 88 m to
300 � 116 m, respectively; p < 0.05 for all comparisons). No sig-
nificant interaction between the two main factors was observed. No
change in the covered distance was observed in the C group.

Table 3 shows HR values before, immediately after the 6MWT
(1st min) and after 5 min of recovery, at T0 and T1 time points for
the different treatment groups. In the KT group, HR significantly
decreased at T1 compared to T0, both before and immediately after
the 6MWT (�4.0 � 0.4% and �10.1 � 1.3%, respectively, p < 0.05),
and after 5 min of recovery (�7.3 � 1.4%, p < 0.05). In the KT + ES
group HR was also significantly lower immediately after the 6MWT
(�11.2 � 0.8%, p < 0.05 T1 vs. T0). After the 6MWT, inter-group
differences were found in KT and KT + ES with respect to ES and C. No
interaction between the two main factors was found.

Systolic and diastolic blood pressure values before and after the
6MWT, measured at T0 and T1 time points, are shown in Table 3.
Neither systolic BP nor diastolic BP significantly changed after any
rehabilitation program in any experimental condition.

3.4. Tinetti test

The balance and gait skills, as assessed by the Tinetti scale, were
separately considered. The balance skill scores (Table 2), sig-
nificantly increased at T1 compared to T0, to a similar extent in KT,
ES and KT + ES groups (from 12.0 � 1.0 to 13.1 � 0.9, from 11.7 � 1.0
to 12.5 � 0.8 and from 12.8 � 0.8 to 14.1 � 0.7, respectively, p < 0.05
for all comparisons). No inter-group difference and no interaction
between the two main factors were observed.

Conversely, no significant change occurred in the gait skill
scores in the different groups (Table 2).

4. Discussion

The main findings of this work were the following: (i) the
maximal isometric knee extension was significantly improved
after ES and KT + ES only; (ii) all treatments similarly increased the
distance covered during the 6MWT, but a significant improvement
in cardiovascular performance (as assessed by HR recovery)
occurred after KT and, to a lesser extent, KT + ES only; (iii) all
rehabilitative programs produced a similar effect in static and
dynamic balance tasks, but none of them induced a significant
improvement of gait skill, as assessed by the Tinetti test.

Quadriceps MVC increased significantly after ES and KT + ES at a
joint angle of 608 only. This can be due to the more selective
recruitment of quadriceps muscle by the ES compared to the KT
protocol, although at specific contraction angles only. Indeed,



Table 3
Heart rate and blood pressure before and after 6MWT.

KT ES KT + ES C

T0 T1 T0 T1 T0 T1 T0 T1

HR (bpm)

Resta 89 � 6 80 � 11* 81 � 14 81 � 15 75 � 7 78 � 9 75 � 16 76 � 12

After 6MWTb 104 � 15 93 � 13*,# 109 � 10 106 � 17 94 � 15 88 � 14*,# 93 � 15 96 � 15

5-Min recoveryc 86 � 17 80 � 16* 72 � 8 76 � 14 92 � 11 85 � 7 80 � 17 84 � 14

Systolic BP (mmHg)

Rest 130 � 15 131 � 12 131 � 15 131 � 14 125 � 11 126 � 9 134 � 11 131 � 13

After 6MWT 143 � 23 137 � 15 145 � 9 149 � 16 135 � 12 134 � 9 142 � 15 139 � 12

Diastolic BP (mmHg)

Rest 77 � 11 78 � 10 77 � 9 77 � 10 78 � 8 79 � 7 79 � 7 75 � 8

After 6MWT 82 � 15 80 � 13 81 � 10 82 � 9 84 � 10 80 � 10 81 � 5 76 � 9

a Before 6MWT.
b Immediately after 6MWT.
c After 5 min of recovery from 6MWT.
* p < 0.05 T1 versus T0.
# p < 0.05 inter-groups (2-way ANOVA).
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previous studies demonstrated that the increase in MVC induced
by an ES program is angle-specific (Martin et al., 1993, 1994). From
a practical point of view, this result suggests that only some
specific joint angles should be used during ES rehabilitative
procedures to obtain a clinically relevant improvement. However,
normative data on the relationship between force gain and specific
joint working angles in this population are still lacking.

As expected, the maximal isometric force did not increase in
finger flexor muscles, as no exercise was specifically addressed to
increase forearm muscle force. This suggests that circulating
factors (as IGF-1, myostatin, etc.) induced by training of specific
muscle groups are not relevant in increasing strength and size of
untrained muscle, as proposed by previous studies (Walker et al.,
2004).

The distance covered during the 6MWT was significantly
increased by all rehabilitation protocols. This result is in agreement
with other studies, which found an improvement in 6MWT in older
women, both after a traditional exercise training (Nakamura et al.,
2007) and after ES or isometric contraction training programs
(Durmus et al., 2007). Moreover, our results suggest that an
increase of gait velocity can be also induced by the combination of
isometric and electrically evoked contractions, although in this
case the effect seems to be less than additive, as the distance
increase obtained with ES and KT alone was about 15% each,
whereas that obtained with ES + KT was lower than 10%.

We also observed that cardiac work (as assessed by HR at rest,
immediately after the 6MWT and during recovery) is presumably
reduced by KT and, to a lesser extent, by KT + ES, but not by ES
alone. This result is in contrast with previous studies. Durmus et al.
(2007) found an increase of functional performance, as measured
by the WOMAC index, in a group of 50 women (aged 42–75 years)
suffering from knee osteoarthritis undergoing quadriceps elec-
trical stimulation. Neder et al. (2002) showed an increased
distance covered in the walking test and some improvement in
the cardiopulmonary parameters in a group of 15 elderly subjects
(6 females) with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease after a 6-
week ES training program of lower limbs. These improvements
were considered to be the result of muscle strengthening and local
capillary density increase. A possible explanation of the differences
between our data and the above-mentioned studies could be found
in the selection of eligible patients. Indeed, both Durmus’ and
Neder’s works were focused on specific and well defined
pathologies, whereas our study included a wider range of
conditions: the most common cardiopulmonary pathologies (as
arterial hypertension, atrial fibrillation, heart failure of NYHA
classes I–II, broncopneumopathies, etc.) were not exclusion criteria
for our study, unless they precluded walking. In such a hetero-
geneous population, which however could be more representative
of the general elderly female population, ES training seems not to
be sufficient to promote an increase of cardiopulmonary perfor-
mance. However, a larger number of subjects might be necessary to
further evaluate this aspect.

In our study, the KT program produced a decrease of HR at rest,
after the 6MWT and during recovery. Although such program
mainly included isometric and isotonic voluntary contractions of
short duration with complete recovery between exercises, the
required cardiopulmonary effort might have exerted a cardiovas-
cular training effect, with a consequently significant reduction of
cardiac work during walking. This might also be relevant in
limiting the cardiovascular risk in this patient population. Indeed,
HR recovery from an exercise test is commonly considered as one
of the most important predictors of cardiovascular mortality
(Nishime et al., 2000). Similarly, although submaximal, the 6MWT
and other similar exercise tests demonstrated to detect exercise
capacity as determined by maximal cardiopulmonary exercise
testing, and the distance walked in 6 min showed a strong,
independent association with mortality (Cole et al., 2000;
Miyamoto et al., 2000).

In addition, KT exercises of moderate intensity (15–20
repetitions/series) are typically used to improve muscle resistance
to fatigue through an amelioration of their peripheral character-
istics, although they also promote a slight increase in maximum
voluntary isometric force. These changes would result in a better
efficiency of lower limb muscles, allowing the patient to walk at
higher speed with lower cardiac work, thus improving cardiovas-
cular performance. Overall, our findings showed that when
walking is the primary goal of the rehabilitation procedure, KT
may be the best choice among the available physical treatment
strategies. Conversely, when rehabilitation is mainly aimed at
improving strength of a single muscle or muscle group, ES may be a
more appropriate option. This could be the case, for example, of a
subject with a severe deconditioning of lower limb muscles
following a prolonged period of bed rest, or bone fractures of lower
limbs. As the effect on cardiovascular performance of the
combination of KT and ES is less than additive, the use of this
combined protocol with the aim to improve cardiovascular
performance may be questionable. However, further studies are
necessary to better elucidate this point.

Regarding arterial blood pressure, no changes were apparently
induced by the different intervention protocols on both systolic
and diastolic pressures (Table 3). Although endurance training is
known to improve peripheral and central arteries distensibility
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and endothelial function, a 6-week endurance training did not alter
systolic and diastolic blood pressure at rest and during exercise in
healthy subjects (Rakobowchuk et al., 2008). However, limited
data are available on old female patients, in which arterial
distensibility may be compromised.

Finally, balance was significantly improved by all treatments,
with a possible additive effect of ES + KT. Therefore, this result
confirms that ES and KT, alone or in combination, could reduce the
likelihood of accidental falls in old female patients, which is one of
the most relevant causes of hospitalization and severe disability in
this population. Conversely, gait skills were not significantly
improved by any treatment, although a tendency toward an
amelioration was observed after KT and ES trainings. The
evaluation of walking asymmetries, step variability, and of the
central pattern generation of walking was beyond the scope of this
study. However, the lack of effect of the different trainings on gait
skills could be due to the initial patient selection, favoring the
inclusion of subjects with good walking skills at baseline. However,
we cannot exclude at present that the training programs used in
this study could be able to improve walking skills in a clinically
relevant manner.

4.1. Study limitations

A potential limitation of this study is the small number of
subjects enrolled in each group, which can affect generalizability.
Although the number of patients per group satisfies the require-
ment of sample size calculation, we cannot exclude that larger
intervention groups could have generated different results.

A second potential limitation is that we did not evaluated
oxygen consumption, as an objective measure of the patients
aerobic capacity. The changes in cardiovascular adaptation to
exercise have been estimated by the distance covered during the
6MWT and by HR recovery after the 6MWT only. However, some
authors demonstrated that the distance walked in a 6MWT
strongly correlates with peak oxygen consumption and oxygen
pulse determined in the same patients by cardiopulmonary
exercise testing (Miyamoto et al., 2000).

Finally, our study design did not include any follow-up. Further
studies are therefore necessary to evaluate the long-term duration
of the benefits induced by each rehabilitative procedure.

5. Conclusions

In our group of long-stay hospitalized older females, lower limb
isometric strength was improved only by the training protocols
including ES. Conversely, walking ability was improved by all
treatments, whereas cardiovascular performance and recovery
from exercise was observed with KT only. A less than additive
effect on cardiovascular performance, and an additive effect on
balance and on quadriceps strength were observed with the
combination of ES + KT protocols.

These results may be relevant in rehabilitating old institutio-
nalized patients, especially of female gender, based on individual
requirements and specific therapeutic goals.
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